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Abstract.
The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) provides data and cross-
identifications for over 7 million extragalactic objects fused from thousands of
survey catalogs and journal articles. The data cover all frequencies from radio
through gamma rays and include positions, redshifts, photometry and spectral
energy distributions (SEDs), sizes, and images. NED services have tradition-
ally supplied data in HTML format for connections from Web browsers, and
a custom ASCII data structure for connections by remote computer programs
written in the C programming language. We describe new services that provide
responses from NED queries in XML documents compliant with the international
virtual observatory VOtable protocol. The XML/VOtable services support cone
searches, all-sky searches based on object attributes (survey names, cross-IDs,
redshifts, flux densities), and requests for detailed object data. Initial services
have been inserted into the NVO registry, and others will follow soon. The
first client application is a Style Sheet specification for rendering NED VOtable
query results in Web browsers that support XML. The second prototype ap-
plication is a Java applet that allows users to compare multiple SEDs. The
new XML/VOtable output mode will also simplify the integration of data from
NED into visualization and analysis packages, software agents, and other virtual
observatory applications. We show an example SED from NED plotted using
VOPlot.
The NED website is: http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu.
1. Goals
• To simplify access to NED data from client computer programs.
• Follow NVO protocols by providing the output in XML VOTable format
• Simplify the integration of data from NED into visualization and analysis
packages, software agents, and other virtual observatory applications.
2. Example Query
NED queries can be performed from the NED Object Search form, which can
be found off the NED front page: click on “Objects” and then “By Name”.
A sample query is as follows for position 142.2167 10.80306 EQ and radius
of 0.1 degrees: http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/nph-NEDobjsearch. A
sample output VOTable document tree is shown in Figure 1. This NED resource
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Figure 1. Document Tree
has been validated using the cone search validator at http:/nvo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/
VO/services/csvalidate.html.
3. Query Results
Presentation of NED SED results for radio galaxy 3C 279 is displayed by the
VOTable Style Sheet available through DataScope1. Figure 2 shows 3C 279
within DataScope. The VOTable output from Figure 2 from NED is plotted
using VOPlot in Figure 3.
NED data in VOTable format can also be converted to a simple ASCII file as
comma separated values (CSV).
1http:/skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/tam/vot/datascope/init.pl
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Figure 2. Radio Galaxy 3C 279 DataScope
Figure 3. VOPlot of Radio Galaxy 3C 279 using VOTable results
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4. NED Images
50,000 FITS compliant NED images can now be queried by position and areal
coverage using the NVO Simple Image Access Protocol (SIAP). Access to these
images can be found through the web-based http portal and through the NVO
SIAP services. The front page is displayed in Figure 4. FITS image search
results can be downloaded to disk or sent to On-line Science Information System
(OASIS - The Infrared Science Archive’s data visualization tool) for viewing.
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Figure 4. Front page to search NED images using position and areal cov-
erage. The same service can also be used through the NVO, using SIAP.
